
NEWSLETTER

EVENTS

The realization of Ÿnfarm, now raised as the world's largest vertical farm, with its impressive
dimensions of 36 meters in height and an expansive area of 45,000 square meters, marks a
significant milestone for the FARMŸNG project. The first mealworms, carefully selected, have been
introduced, thus initiating the start of a sustainable production. By the year 2024, Ÿnfarm sets an
ambitious goal to deliver its first customers by providing high-quality ingredients for both animal
and plant nutrition. This crucial step embodies a transition towards a futuristic and responsible
agriculture, thanks to every FARMŸNG partners.

2023

2023 YEAR IN REVIEW

MG2MIX were present to showcase their
research on Tenebrio molitor premixes.

CEA presented the genome and population
genomic analysis of Tenebrio molitor.

Ÿnsect conducted a conference to evaluate
the environmental impacts of its products
using an environmental Life Cycle
Assessment (eLCA).

The European Federation of Animal Science (EAAP) Conference held in Lyon,
France, from August 26 to September 1st, was attended by:        1
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2 FARMŸNG showcased at the major international events in the biotechnology & circular
economy sectors: IFIB 2023 & ECOMONDO 2023

Bioeconomy for Change (B4C) played a pivotal role in two significant occasions,
showcasing the FARMŸNG project:

5

3
On September 21st, Bioeconomy for Change (B4C) hosted a webinar
discussing Feed & Pet Food News, featuring a spotlight on the
FARMYNG project and showcasing recent advancements. 
On December 5-6, B4C was involved in the CBE JU Stakeholder Forum,
representing the European projects in which we are partners. Anticipating 500
participants. 

IFIB 2023 (Florence, Italy, 28-29 September 2023)

ECOMONDO 2023 (Rimini, Italy, 26-29 October 2023)

The International Forum on Industrial Biotechnology and Bioeconomy
brings together global bioeconomy stakeholders to discuss renewable,
biological resources. Over 220 participants sought partners for
collaborations, business development, licensing agreements, joint
ventures, research projects, and experience exchange.

collaborations, business development, licensing agreements, joint ventures, research projects,
and experience exchange. The project was presented by Ciaotech / PNO during the online and on
site poster session organized in the framework of the interesting agenda of the conference. 

This international event for green and circular economy
technologies, services, and industrial solutions, showcased
FARMŸNG at the conference "Waste as Resource: Technological
advancements in waste treatment and resources recovery." Around
500 industry and RTOs visited the Ciaotech / PNO booth to discover
the ambitious goals and results of the FARMŸNG project.
500 industry and RTOs visited the Ciaotech / PNO booth to discover the ambitious goals and
results of the FARMŸNG project.

Decembre 3-5, both product packaging and raw
material were displayed in COMPO stand at
PAYSALIA fair in Eurexpo Lyon.
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Events co-organized by:

The FBGS 2023 
The Realise-Bio & FARMŸNG forum, an online event
On September 13, CLIB visited the Ideenfutter Expo 2023 in
Germany, showcasing innovative food trends and discussing the
food industry's changes in Europe. 

https://vu.fr/pwNJx
https://vu.fr/qwRwa
https://cbesf23.eu/


will be celebrating

its 35th                     !

PRESS
Ÿnfarm has been featured in reports broadcasted on two major French television
channels: TF1 and M6.

TF1, 8:00 PM news on December 7th

M6, Zone Interdite on December 10th

NEWS FROM OUR PARTNERS
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Eurofins Nutrition Animale France has opened a new laboratory in Nantes
since February 2023, supporting industries in Feed, Petfood, and Insects. The
expert team can now process samples directly within the laboratory, analyzing
Ash, Moisture, Fat Content, and Crude Fiber under COFRAC Accreditation. This
new laboratory allows for innovation, custom methods, and continued
development for and with FARMYNG new appreciation of insects.

Ÿnsect launched Sprÿng: a Sustainable Insect-Based B2B2C Brand for the Pet
Food Market. The brand featured premium ingredients that combined
scientifically proven benefits with a low environmental impact.
Sprÿng offer easy-to-incorporate, neutral-tasting, odorless, and light brown
ingredients, designed with the needs of pet food manufacturers in mind. 

SEE YOU IN 2024
Some key dates from our partners in 2024:

will be attending the SIVAL event
from January 16th to 18th.

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:7138769056001597441
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:7138769056001597441
https://www.6play.fr/zone-interdite-p_845/nouveaux-aventuriers-du-made-in-france-ils-relancent-des-usines-chez-nous-c_13043252
https://www.6play.fr/zone-interdite-p_845/nouveaux-aventuriers-du-made-in-france-ils-relancent-des-usines-chez-nous-c_13043252

